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1. INTRODUCTION!

The International Atomic Energy Agency applies safeguards to almost 150

facilities classified as research reactors. From a safeguards point of

view, these facilities present a spectrum of features that must be addressed

both from the nuclear material and from the operational viewpoints. The

nuclear fuel used by these reactors varies from high enriched uranium (HEU),

up to 93% U-235, to natural uranium in seven distinctly different fuel

designs. The thermal power output ranges from over 100 megawatts to less

than ten watts. Research reactors are also used for a wide variety of

purposes. These include materials testing, radioisotope production,

training and nuclear physics studies. In this report, research reactors are

categorized into groups according to similar safeguards attributes. This

work was supported by the U.S. Assistance Program, in response to an Agency

request, under ISPO Task C.28, "Models for Safeguarding Generic Types of

Facilities".

There are a number of ways for categorizing the reactors. About fifty

research reactors are fuelled with high enriched uranium, mostly 93? U-235,

another 50 fuelled with just less than 20% U-235, approximately 20 fuelled

with less than 10% U-235 and the remainder with natural uranium or fuel of

mixed enrichments. Only one reactor is fuelled with natural uranium.

According to thermal power, 12 reactors are operating at greater than 25

thermal megawatts, 58 between 1 and 25 MWt, 45 between 1 MWt and 1 kWt, and

19 less than 1 kWt. In terms of fuel design, two reactors operate with

aqueous fuel, 19 with disk type fuel, 37 with fuel rod elements, 24 with

fuel rod assemblies and 54 operate with plate type fuel. Another possible

way to categorize the reactors is according to total nuclear material

inventory but this information is not readily available. Inventory

information that is available is the nominal core loading. Fresh fuel and

spent fuel inventories can generally only be assumed. Based on core loading

requirements, very few research reactors have a significant quantity of

nuclear material. With a fresh fuel inventory equal in quantity to the core

inventory, which is not an unreasonable assumption, some 10-20 reactors

would have a significant quantity of nuclear material on inventory.
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One category of research reactors that does stand out from a safeguards

point of view consists of high power reactors of 25 thermal megawatts or

more. This category of reactors is considered to have a sufficiently high

neutron flux for the annual production of one or more significant quantities

of plutonium or uranium-233. The features of these reactors relative to

both undeclared nuclear material production and to nuclear material

diversion are discussed generically in the report.

The remaining reactors are discussed according to fuel design since this

single attribute has a major influence on the overall safeguards approach at

the facility. In particular, the fuel configuration, method of

identification, nuclear material content per fuel element or assembly,

enrichment, etc. i.e. the source data, dictate the techniques to be used for

inventory verification. Within each fuel design category, there are

subcategories in order to more clearly define the fuel and the model

safeguards approach. For example, there are, for purposes of this report,

fifty-one research reactors, less than 25 MWt, fuelled with plate type fuel;

42 of these operate with MTR fuel, 7 with Argonaut type fuel and 2 with fuel

in a circular plate configuration. The other fuel design categories are

fuel assemblies, fuel rods, disk fuel and aqueous fuel. Each of these

categories has subcategories except for the aqueous, fuel.

Research reactors are item facilities and IAEA safeguards are applied on

that basis but their application is not as straightforward as it is in some

other item facilities. The high power level reactors are all tank type

reactors some of which load, unload and relocate fuel in the core without

opening the rector vessel. These fuel movements are quite frequent as are

movements of materials in and out of the test channels. Fuel and test

material movements in and out of the core of open pool or other type

reactors may also be frequent or not, depending on fuel burnup rates and the

nature of the particular in-core experiments. A high frequency of movements

of personnel, equipment and materials associated with operations in the core

can reduce or totally negate the value of surveillance as a safeguards

measure. Some fuel elements have identification markings on the side and

are not visible from the top of the reactor or from the top of the spent

fuel pool. In those cases movement of the fuel or the use of

non-destructive assay, or both, may be necessary to verify the source data.
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The report is organized in four sections, including the introduction.

The second section contains a discussion of the characteristics and

attributes of research reactors important to safeguards. In this section,

research reactors are described according to their power level, if greater

than 25 thermal megawatts, or according to each fuel type. This descriptive

discussion includes both reactor and reactor fuel information of a generic

nature, according to the following categories.

1. Research reactors with more than 25 megawatts thermal power,

2. Plate fuelled reactors,

3. Assembly fuelled reactors.

4. Research reactors fuelled with individual rods.

5. Disk fuelled reactors, and

6. Research reactors fuelled with aqueous homogeneous fuel.

The third section consists of a brief discussion of general IAEA

safeguards as they apply to research reactors. This section is based on

IAEA safeguards implementation documents and technical reports that are used

to establish Agency-State agreements and facility attachments.

The fourth and last section describes inspection activities at research

reactors necessary to meet Agency objectives. The scope of the activities

extends to both pre and post inspection as well as the on-site inspection

and includes the examination of records and reports relative to reactor

operation and to receipts, shipments and certain internal transfers,

periodic verification of fresh fuel, spent fuel and core fuel, activities

related to containment and surveillance, and other selected activities,

depending on the reactor.
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2. RESEARCH REACTORS UNDER IAEA SAFEGUARDS

1/
According to the IAEA annual report for 1981 - , there were 148

research reactors under Agency safeguards! or containing safeguarded

material, at the end of 1981. Design and operating information for most of

these reactors is available, albeit to a limited extent and the information
2/

is sometimes out of date, in other Agency publications- . Design and

operating information that is available was reviewed to determine how a

group of mostly dissimilar facilities could best be described for the

purpose of determining a generic set of inspection activities»

Consideration was given to categorizing the reactors according to fuel

design, according to thermal power and according to nuclear material

inventory. In the open literature, only reactor core loadings are given.

In order to obtain total facility inventories, assumptions have to be made

to estimate fresh fuel and spent fuel inventories. For these assumptions to

be realistic, other information such as rate of fuel consumption, burn-up

and other operating data not normally available, is necessary. For these

reasons, categorization by inventory was not done. Nuclear material

inventory is an important parameter, however, and will be discussed in

various contexts throughout the report. Table 1 shows reported core

inventories according to quantity and fissile content. In this and other

tables the total number of reactors listed will not be consistent. For some

reactors no safeguards related data is available and for others only partial

information could be found.

Reactor power is also a useful parameter. Those research reactors

operating at more than 25 thermal megawatts are at least theoretically

capable of producing one or more significant quantities of plutonium or

uranimn-233 per year. If the percent burnup is known along with the number

of operating days, the thermal power level can be used to predict fuel

consumption. Reactors operating say at 15 MWt for 300 days per year at 25%

burn-up would consume over 20 kg of U-235 fuel in that year. Table 2 shows

the break-down of research reactors by thermal power. Burn-up as high as

50% and more is reported for some of the large reactors but nominal values

are more like 20-302 for reactors of about 1 MWt and above. For reactors at

power levels less than 1 MWt, burnup starts to become negligible and
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Table 1. Research Reactor Classification by Core Inventory

Fuel

>902 U-235

Core Loading

> 25USQ)

15-25

5-15

1-5

Number of Reactors

0

4

14

28

TOTAL 51

20% U-235

72 U-235

1-52 U-235

Natural U

Mixed Fuels

Mixed Oxide

202/90% U-235

20%/702 U-235

102/362 u-235

22/80% U-235

UJJ/90% U-235

UN/LEU

>375(1SQ)

25-125

<25

1200

2000-3000

250

< 100

24000

N.A.*

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

700/7

800/12

9000/8

N.A.

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

0

5

43

48

1

3

1

12

-I
18

1

6

3

1

1

1

1

1

16

*J Not available
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Table 2.
eh Reactor Classification by Thermal Power

Thermal Power (MWt)

>25

16-24

6-15

2-5

Humber of Reactors

13

2

14

27

92
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therefore the average lifetime of fuel elements is measured in years; for

one particular 1 MWt research reactor, the lifetime of the fuel elements is

4-5 years. Nominal lifetime of the fuel in a 250 KWt TRIGA with 250 MW peak

power at pulsing is reported as 10 years.

Fuel design or configuration was chosen as the parameter to use for

categorizing the research reactors of less than 25 thermal megawatts. There

are five distinctly different categories of fuel design. Rectanguler shape

and circular shape thin plate fuel elements are categorized as plate type

fuel. Fuel which consists of rods in a fixed array are categorized as fuel

assemblies. Other categories are fuel rods, disk fuel and aqueous fuel.

Based on published data, it was possible to categorize 120 reactors in this

way. Almost thirty reactors could not be categorized because of

insufficient information. These should fall into one of the defined

categories, however, and the necessary information is available to the

inspectors.

2.1. Large Research Reactors

The thirteen research reactors of greater than 25 thermal megawatts

under Agency safeguards are all tank type reactors so the core cannot be

observed during operation. For some of the reactors, all fuel handling

operations associated with the core are carried out remotely. The

introduction and removal of experimental material are also often carried out-

remotely. Published operating information relative to safeguarding _se

reactors is shown in Table 3. They are used for a variety of purposes

including material irradiation, isotope production and fundamental research

into advanced reactor concepts. Most of them have test loops or test

channels for locating materials to be irradiated, space that could be used

for placing target material for undeclared plutonium or uranium-233

production. Figure 1 shows the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) cross

section and a description of its irradiation positions. The HFIR is a 100

MWt reactor designed for the production of heavy elements. It is reported



Table 3. Research Reactors With Greater Than 25 Thermal Megawatts

Reactor

FR-2

BR-2

F.ssor

TRR

WR-1

NRU

NRX

.IMTR

Reactor
Power
(MWt)

44

100

37

40

60

125

30

50

Nominal Core
Loading

2100 kg LEU

12 kg HEU

6 kg HEU/700 kg
nat'l uranium

8 Mt nat'l U/
4.5 kg HEU

2800 kg LEU

21 kg HEU

21 kg HEU

7 kg HEU

Fuel
Element

7 rods per element

6 concentric tubes

6 rods per element

Cylindrical rods

18 rods per element

12 rods per element

7 rods per element

19 MTR plates
per element

Burn-up

45* in HEW
5-12000MWd/t of
nat'l U

800 HWd/t

5000 MWd/t

15-3OZ

Average Thermal
Neutron Flux

(n/cm^sec)

1 x 101*

9 x 101*

7 x 10 1 3

1.2 x 101*

1.5 x 1014

1 x 10l*

1 x 10l*

3 x 10™

Fuel
Consumption

6 elements per
10 3 MWd

40-50 kg
per year

I
00

I

.IOYO 50 MOX fuel pins

This reactor was shut down at the end of 1981



Reactor
Reactor Power

(MWt)

Nominal Core
Loading

Table 3. (continued)

Fuel
Element Burn-up

Average Thermal
Neutron Flux

Fuel
Consumption

HFR 11 kg IIEU
per element

19 MTR curved plates 20% 1 x 101*

MARIA

25

30

750 kg LEU

7 kg HEU

7 rods per element

6 circular tubes
per element

3 x 1013

3 x i

R-2 r>0 9 kg HEU 18 MTR curved plates
per element

20-30Z 2 x 101*

J
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that the optimal plutonium prodution capacity for this reactor is 29
3/

kilograms per year. A so called "best estimate" of plutonium

production, based on currently available test and irradiation space and the

current mode of operation is about 7 kilograms per year from the same

reference. Figure 2 shows the reactor cross section and the research

facilities of a materials testing reactor under IAEA safeguards. This

latter reactor has more in-core volumetric space available for target

material irradiation but the neutron flux is more than an order of magnitude

less than that of the HFIR. The information shown in figures 1 and 2 can be

used to calculate potential production capacity of the reactor for plutonium

or uranium-233. This information is available for many of these reactors in

the Directory of Nuclear Reactors and should be available for all of them in

the design information submitted to the Agency. The inspection activities

described in a later section are based in part on detecting target materials

in the in-core irradiation positions.

2.2. Research Reactor Fuels

All research reactors under IAEA safeguards, including the large

reactors discussed in the previous section operate on one of the five

different categories of fuel; plate type, fuel assemblies, fuel rods, fuel

disks and fuel solutions. The fuel types and numbers of each reactor for

each type are shown in Table U, Figures 3-7 illustrate examples of the

various fuel types. The fuel type or design is in large measure a function

of the uranium enrichment. High enriched uranium (> 90%) is fabricated as

plates in an alloy with aluminum (which has a low capture cross section and

enhances thermal conductivity) to provide good cooling of the fuel

elements. This is illustrated in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). The intermediate

enrichments are fabricated either as plates (Figures 3(a)) or homogeneously

dispersed in some other material such as polyethylene (Figure 5, left and

Figure 6) or with zirconium as the hydride (Figure 5, right) as found in the

TRIGA reactors. Low enriched or natural uranium fuel is fabricated as the

LWR type and HWR type fuels, respectively. Some natural uranium metal fuel

is also used. Such fuel is fabricated into assemblies as shown in Figure

h. Belieing these generalities is the aqueous solution fuel shown in Figure

7 which uses high enriched uranium. Research reactor fuel of the highest

1
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Table 4. Research Reactors Categorized by Fuel Configuration

Fuel Configuration

Plates

a) Rectangular

b) Circular

Fuel Assemblies

Fuel Rods

Fuel Bisks

Fuel Enrictment

HEU

LEU

HEU/LEU

HEU

LEU/NAT 'L

HEU

LEU

HEU/LEU

LEU/NU

MOX

HEU

LEU

NAT'L U

HEU/LEU

HEU

LEU

Nos. of Reactors

36

9

5

3
1

6

17

1

1

1

6

19

2

6

1

18

Aqueous Homogeneous HEU
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FUEL ELEMENT
AB30MOT

17 rectangular parallel plates spaced 0.25 inches apart.
Fuel is 20$ enriched, 35 w/o U3 05 in aluminium powder matrix.

SMCER

ruei MAIT

DIDO
7 \

FUEL ELEMENT

Fuel element, left, consists
of 10 MTR - type curved plates
of $}>% enriched uranium in an
U-Al alloy

FIGURE 3(a)
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FUEL ELEMENT

Fuel element is MTE - type, 18 parallel
plates of 90% enriched uranium, alloyed
with 91$ aluminium.

H.2C BBD2

FUEL SLÏMEKT

Fuel element (above) is made up of siz
concentric tubes of 90£ enriched uranium
alloyed with 76 wt. percent aluminium

1

PIGUBE
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TUBE
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SECTION A-A

1mm SHROUD
TUBE

ŒMTER
S

ZWCALDY-Î

PELLET

Fuel isseobljr made of 7 rods mrrotaded
"by a «hrcmd. Each rod contain* cylindrical
pellett of sintered low enriched ttranium ozide.

EXTENSION ROO

BOTTOM GUIDE

i FUEL ELEMENT
eit oimcntiers in mm

K. • HtWft figure 4
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Cladding ia 0.030 inch aluminium.
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Fuel element consisting of disks (shown is-situ in a. polyethylene
moderated graphite reflected reactor) of 205* enriched uranium
as U0. homogeneously mixed with polyethylene.

AGK-201-103
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strategic value, i.e. high enriched uranium, is fabricated in extremely thin

plates as an uranium-aluminum alloy, an UAlx-Al dispersion, or an

UnOg-Al dispersion. Each fuel element may contain 200-300 grams of 90

percent enriched uranium, depending on the nnmber of plates per element.

Reactor fuel at research reactors is located as it is in a power

reactor; fresh fuel storage, in-core fuel and spent fuel storage as one

MBA. Some research reactors also have a laboratory connected with them.

The laboratory may be a separate or part of the same MBA. As a separate

MBA, it would usually provide services to more than just the research

reactor. In either case, the movement of nuclear material between a

research reactor and a laboratory would have to be taken into account in

divising a safeguards scheme for the reactor.

Measurements of nuclear material content of the research reactor fuel

can be performed at the reactor, but the fuel fabricator's data is generally

accepted as the source data. Each fuel element is an item and has its own

identifying symbol, generally an alphanumeric designation. When fuel is

inventoried, again as it is with power reactors, it is item counted and the

identifying symbols checked. Unlike power reactor fuel, some fresh research

reactor fuel is transportable by hand so attribute measurements can be

readily made. These are qualitative in nature.

3. IAEA SAFEGUARDS AT RESEARCH REACTORS

There are almost thirty research reactors under non-NPT safeguards and

the remainder under KPT safeguards. For these two categories of reactors,

Agency-State Agreements have been established according to INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2

and INFCIRC/153 (Corrected), respectively. According to INFCIRC/66/Rev.2,

if the research reactor is designated e "principal nuclear facility" the

same safeguards procedures apply to it as apply to s power reactor. The

Agency performs a design review of the reactor; the State establishes a

system of record keeping, i.e. accounting records and operating records and

a reporting system including accounting and operating reports. If the

research reactor is designated as a "research and development facility",

only accounting reports need tc be submitted to the Agency.
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If the Agency-State Agreement is based on INFCIRC/153 (Corrected) all

sections are applicable, the only variable being inspection effort. In both

NFT and non KPT agreements inspection frequency and/or effort is based at

least in part on the reactor inventory. Model Facility Attachments for NPT

safeguards agreements have been prepared by the Agency. These are M-01 for

the Triga and M-06 for the ÏRT/WR-S research reactors. These model

Facility Attachments are quite similar and would apply to any small research

reactor. For s large research reactor, the model Facility Attachment for a

power reactor could be more applicable.

The frequency of routine inspections at research reactors has been
hiestimated previously,— based on facility inventories and the conduct of

certain activities during the inspection. This information is shown in

Table 5.

Table 5. Inspection Freouency at Research Reactors

Reactor Inventory Inspection Frequency

Less than 5 ekg

Less than 25 kg
contained U-235 in HED

1 per year

1 per year

Equal to or more than
25 kg contained U-235
(but less than 25 kg contained
U-235 in fresh fuel) in HEU

1 per 3 mos.

Equal to or more than 25 kg
contained in HEU fresh fuel

1 per 3 weeks

Equal to or more than 8 kg
plutonium in spent fuel

1 per 3 mos.
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For all research reactors of 25 MW thermal power or more, it is

considered feasible to irradiate undeclared fertile materials to produce in

excess of one significant quantity of plutonium or uranium-233 if the

following conditions are satisfied:

(a) locations exist within or adjacent to the core which can be used to

hold fertile material during irradiation, without major

modifications to the facility;

(b) upon the addition of the nuclear material, the reactor could be

operated safely or, at least, with an acceptable risk of reactor

failure (in terms of neutronic or thermal-hydraulic control); and

(c) the heat removal capacity is adequate to remove the additional heat

which would be produced if in-core or ex-core irradiation positions

were used for plutonium or uranium-233 production.

It can be shown by theoretical calculations, that for light water

moderated reactors the maximum amount of plutonium-239 produced (Pm) for a

single charge of U-238 target irradiated at optimum time, tm, is given by

the equation:

Pm • 0.32 Mo kg and tm » 3.8 x 10 Mo/Q;

where Mo is the core loading of U-235 in kilograms and 0 is the thermal

power in megawatts. Time, t, is given in seconds.— .

However, these expressions give s gross overestimate of the plutonium

production because they are based on the assumption that all neutrons

generated which are not absorbed in the U-235 fuel or in the Pu-239

generated are absorbed by the U-238 target. This means they are based on e

multiplication factor of over 2. Assuming a Keff of 1.2 which may be

attained in practice with some sacrifice of safety, the actual amount of

plutonium-239 produced per cycle is about 33% theoretical, or

Pa 0.11 Mo kg.
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The expression for the cycle time does not change. The plutonium

production potential for large, water moderated research reactors under IAEA

safeguards is being studied by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory under the

U.S. Support Program with results expected to be published in 1983.

In order to detect the undeclared production of direct use materials in

large research reactors, the inspector must rely on design information and

inspection activities. Design information provides the basis for

determining whether there exist realistic opportunities for such undeclared

production. If they exist, inspection activities have to be carried out to

provide assurance that undeclared production is not taking place.

From design information, determinations can be made as to whether or not

there are locations within and around the reactor core for locating target

material and whether or not the heat removal capacity would be adequate to

remove the excess heat from the undeclared production nuclear reactions.

These determinations can be made, however, only if the Agency has detailed,

complete design information on each research reactor at or near the thermal

power level necessary to carry out undeclared production.

Those design parameters that would have to be changed are related to

neutron flux, space for target matrial, heat removal, and fresh fuel usage.

From the design information questionnaire, the pertinent parameters have

been identified and are listed in Table 6, along with a brief description of

the change that would take place in the parameter.
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Table 6. Design Changes Resulting from Undeclared Irradiations

DIQ Mo. Title

9. Normal operating node

Design change

May have to be changed to

a greater number of

operating days per year

20. Coolant May require greater

cooling capability

21. Blanket, reflector Insertion of target

material in these areas

34. Inventory Increase in fresh fuel

consumption (also related

to #37, refuelling

requirements)

39. Irradiated fuel dispositon If this is diversion path

for the irradiated

targets, there would be

increased quantities of

"spent fuel" to manage
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4. AGENCY INSPECTIONS AT RESEARCH REACTORS

In order for the Agency to meet its objectives in conducting

inspections, it is essential that the State meet its safeguards obligations

to the Agency by submitting reports such as are agreed upon within the time

period as stated in the Facility Attachment and by ensuring that the reactor

facility has the organization and procedures adequate to implement a

safeguards program compatible with IAEA safeguards. Access to the facility

by Agency inspectors is set forth in the Facility Attachment and is a

function of the size of the inventory at the facility as measured in

effective kilograms. The relationship between uranium enrichment and

quantity of uranium per effective kilogram is shown in Figure 8. For both

NPT and non-NPT Agreements, five effective kilograms is the inventory below

which one routine inspection will be conducted per year. For three

enrichments, the quantity required for 5 ekg is shown below.

Enrichment

1

Total kg Required

for 5 ekg

3Z

5555

202

125

93%

5.8

For most research reactors, the nuclear material inventory will be less

than 5 effective kilograms and one inspection per year would normally meet

the Agency's frequency criteria. It is possible that spent fuel could be

allowed to accumulate over an extended period such that the plutonium

content of the spent fuel in combination with the fresh and core fuel could

exceed 5 ekg in which case, inspection frequency would have to be

increased. The production of plutonium is directly proportional to the

thermal power of the reactor and inversely proportional to the uranium

enrichment of the fuel. Figure 9 shows this relationship which is listed in

Table 7 — . These data are for reactors cooled and moderated by light

water. According to these data, a 10 MW light water cooled and moderated

research reactor operating with ten 207, enriched uranium fuel elements, each

vith 300 to 500 g U-235 could produce about one significant quantity of
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plutonium in 8000 megawatt days of operation. A 10 MM reactor fuelled with

about 3 kg of 93% enriched uranium would produce one significant quantity of

plutonium in the spent fuel in 200,000 MWd of operation. At 60% burnup,

this equates to about 1300 spent KTR fuel elements having initially 280

grams of U-235 per fresh fuel element. LEU fuel of 3% enrichment as dioxide

pellets would contain about 0.25 wt. percent plutonium after 5000 MWd

irradiation and approximately twice that percentage at 10,000 MWd

irradiation or 2.5 and 5.0 kg of plutonium per tonne of irradiated fuel

respectively. Obviously, low enriched uranium spent fuel is of most concern

from a plutonium content (nuclear production) view-point. HEU (93% U-235)

contains 60 per cent U-235 after 30 per cent burnup and that presents much

more of a concern than the plutonium content of the spent fuel. Plutonium

in spent fuel of reactors operating on 20 per cent enriched uranium and

having more than 500 kw of thermal power may also be of concern. Reactors

operating at less than 500 kwt, regardless of fuel enrichment, would

probably not produce a significant quantity of plutonium in the spent fuel

in any reasonable time but these reactors would have to be evaluated on a

case by case basis.

An inspection plan would be somewhat unique to each research reactor,

but general statements can be made. Inspection activities need to be

included in the plan not only to detect diversion of nuclear material but

also in consideration of the following factors:

Large research reactors, those of more than 25 MWt, are

theoretically capable of producing one or more significant

quantities of plutonium or uranium-233.

Some research reactors of less than 25 MWt could be modified to

enable them to be operated at more than 25 MWt.

For large reactors, the inspection plan needs to include activities for

detecting in the first case the production of significant quantities of

undeclared material and in the second for detecting design.changes to enable

a reactor rated at less than 25 MWt to operate at a power level higher than

that value.
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The inspection activities in the following section apply to light water

moderated research reactors. No attempt is made to differentiate between

functions carried out by the inspector vi6 a vis the facility or country

officer.

4.1. Freinspection Activities

Prior to the inspection there are certain activities to be carried out

in order to assure everything that needs to be accomplished during the

inspection will be accomplished. These activities are listed below and

discussed in the following paragraphs.

Review most recent inspection reports;

Compile data from previous material balance report and subsequent

inventory change reports;

Review the design information;

Review the facility attachment;

Determine what activities are to be performed at the reactor; and

Obtain the proper forms and equipment to take on the inspection.

A review of the most recent inspection reports, e.g. the last 4-6

inspections, could suggest problem areas in the facility's safeguards

program. In the worst case, one or more anomalies may have occurred and it

is important to know the cause and resolution of their occurrance in order

to be sure that whatever procedural changes may have been made as part of

the resolution, these changes can be reviewed for effectiveness during the

inspection. The inspector must also be sure that the circumstances which

caused the anomaly no longer exist. Problems of a lesser importance should
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be noted so that their cause can be reviewed st the facility and corrective

actions suggested as appropriate. A review of the inspection reports should

be made to determine fuel usage and inventory change patterns. Even a

research reactor should have a continuity in its fuel usage tnat is

repetitive with time. By determining these patterns, the inspector will be

able to predict the inventory changes and the inventory at the reactor in

advance of the inspection with a reasonable degree of accuracy.

Using the most recent material balance report, physical inventory

listing and inventory change reports, the inspector should prepare the book

inventory and to the extent possible determine the location of nuclear

material at the facility. This predetermined inventory should then be

extended to the date of the inspection by using the operating history

pattern. Reports from the State should be used to provide data that can be

tabulated in a form that will be useful in performing the records

examination at the facility. The predicted portion of the inventory should

be tabulated separately so it can be used as guidance only. The purpose of

performing this pre-inspection activity is so the inspector will have a

general idea of what the inventory should be. If the inventory is markedly

different from the predicted inventory, the reasons could be readily

explained or they could be an indication of the existence of discrepancies

or an anomaly.

The inspector should always be thoroughly familiar with the design

information and facility attachment for the facility about to be inspected.

For the larger research reactors in particular, it is necessary to know the

designation of fuel and experimental channels in the core, the nominal power

and fuel burnup values, cooling parameters and other operating parameters.

The facility attachment identifies strategic points at the facility and in a

general way the facility specific inspection procedures for the facility,

particularly with respect to records and reports. These documents are an

integral part of the agreement between the Agency and the State as to the

safeguards procedures to be carried out and the frequency of inspections by

the Agency. These documents place obligations on both the State and the

Agency; it is essential that the inspector know what they are.
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The design and operating parameters of the reactor will determine the

inspection schedule and dictate the inspection activities to be performed at

s particular inspection. At those research reactors small enough to require

only annual inspections) the inspection will always involve a physical

inventory verification and the necessary equipment and paperwork to perform

that type inspection must be obtained for use during the inspection. Other

research reactors such as those with significant quantities of nuclear

material require more frequent inspections and these may be either a PIV or

an interim inventory verification. The main difference between these two

types of inspection is the scope of the activities with the FIV being a

verification of the physical inventory taking by the operator and as such

involves the total inventory at the reactor whereas the latter generally

actively involves only fresh and spent fuel, the core fuel being

inaccessible.

4.2. Inspection Activities at the Facility

At the reactor, the inspection starts with a meeting between the

inspector, the State officials and the reactor staff who are going to

accompany and assist the inspectors. At this meeting the reactor staff are

informed of the anticipated scope and schedule for the inspection which is a

confirmation of arrangements made at a previous inspection or by

correspondence between the Agency and the State. At this meeting, any

problem areas from previous inspections would be brought up and discussed.

The inspector should bring solutions to these problems which he can propose

to the State representatives present at the inspection. These may or may

not be accepted. It is important that the dialogue continue until such

problems that exist are resolved if not at this inspection then at the

earliest time. The inspector may conclude that formal correspondence

between the Agency and the State is necessary to resolve the problems in

which case the inspection report should state that conclusion.

1

At this meeting, any design changes or changes in the facility

safeguards procedures would be discussed to determine the impact, if any, on

the facility attachment and design information submitted to the Agency. Any

clarifying information needed by the Agency to understand and take action on

the changes should be obtained at this time.
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Planned activities to be carried out at the reactor should be obtained

in the context of inspection effort, e.g. spent fuel shipments, fresh fuel

receipts, core reload schedule, changes in safeguards procedures or facility

design, or scheduled shutdowns.

4.2.1. Examination of accounting records.

Both INFCIRC/66 and 153 contain provisions for this activity although

the former uses the term audit rather than examination. At the beginning of

this activity the inspector is given an up to date listing of all nuclear

material at the reactor. In the case of a PIV, the listing shows the

location by inventory KMP for each item as well as its source data. He is

also given supporting documentation such as fresh fuel shipper data and

spent fuel receiver data. (In both cases, "data" means source data).

Records of fuel movements should be highlighted showing both the former and

current location of the item. The item nay be a fuel assembly, a fuel

element or a fuel rod. With these data and the data the inspector brought

with him, he examines the records for completeness, consistency and

arithmetic correctness. There should be total agreement between all values

in all records that describe the same item. For any research reactor, it

would take many fuel elements to make up one significant quantity of nuclear

material. An MTR element, for example, with high enriched uranium (93%

U-235) fuel contains less than 300 grams of uranium so that 85 to 90 of

these fuel elements would be required for one significant quantity. Even

so, every item should be listed in the appropriate documents. The most

serious event that can happen in the records examination is that one or more

items which should appear on a particular list do -not appear on that list.

There are many record combinations on which this could show up; e.g. in one

inventory period the item shows up on the core fuel KMP and in a preceding

period an inventory change report shows the item transferred to the spent

fuel KMP but the spent fuel KMP inventory does not list the material.

Figure 10 shows the flow of material and the flow of information to and from

the reactor facility. The States designated A, B and C could all be the

same State. It also shows some of the accounting records to be compared for

consistency. Each separate set of records should be compared for internal



system of record keeping, i.e. accounting records and operating records and

a reporting system including accounting and operating reports. If the

research reactor is designated as a "research and development facility",

only accounting reports need to be submitted to the Agency.

arithmetic correctness. Each sequential set should be compared for

consistency. Arithmetic errors in lists of items can only be traced to

copying or transposing errors when source esta for an item i6 transferred

from one inventory list to another. Arithmetic errors in calculations of

nuclear loss and production would not normally be discovered during an

inspection but rather when the inspector has returned to his office and can

check the records with his own calculational code or graphs.

The absence of an item from a list it should be on nay have a perfectly

legitimate reason. A fresh fuel element may have been found defective, i.e.

out of specification in some way, or it could have been damaged in

handling. In either case, it could have been shipped back to the fuel

fabricator. Having done so, there should be the appropriate internal

records to support the transfer including an ICR from both the reactor and

the fuel fabricator. A spent fuel element could have been transferred to

the hot laboratory facility present at many isotope production or material

testing reactors. An internal transfer would not require an ICR since there

is no inventory change in the facility MBA. There would be, however, the

internal records such as the KMF inventories that show the transfer has been

made. In either of these two cases, an inconsistency in records has not

actually occurred. Only a deviation from the expected has taken place and

the inspector should be prepared for such events and should be prepared to

take the steps necessary to validate the operator's explanation of the

events. If the inspector is not able to verify the operator's explanation

or has reason to doubt the authenticity of the redirected item, this could

be evidence of a diversion and should be treated as such, according to his

instructions.

4.2.2. Examination of operating records

The purpose of reviewing the operating records is twofold. First, this

provides another check on the accounting data (and vice versa) and it

provides an opportunity to verify that the reactor has been operating

according to Agency-State agreements. The reactor operating record or

history for the period of the inspection in megawatt days of operation (MWd)

should correspond to the fuel consumption for that period. This is a simple
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1
and straightforward calculation for reactors operating on high enriched

uranium. For every MWd of operation, there is about 1.25 grans of

uraniun-235 consumed. For low enriched fuel, the calculation is not so

straightforward since plutonium that is produced in the fuel contributes to

the thermal power generation. About 1.55 grams of fissile plutonium (Pu-239

plus Pu-241) can produce one MWd of reactor operation. Figure 9 and Table 7

can be used to assist the inspector in checking the operators calculations

for fuel use and MWd of operation. The reactor thermal power operating

level and the days operated will directly influence the fuel inventory and

transfers to and from the various key measurement points. Research reactors

of the same power level should have similar fuel usage for similar power

history. To provide an indication of the rate of uranium-235 consumption

with time as a function of thermal power, the relevant data are shown in

Table 8 for research reactors operating on high enriched uranium.

Table 8. Uranium-235 Consumption in Research Reactors

Reactor Thermal

Power (MWt)

100

50

20

10

1

0.5

0.1

1 day

125

62.5

25

12.5

1.25

0.625

0.125

Dranium-235

100 days

12500

6250

2500

1250

125

62.5

12.5

Consumption (g)

200 days

25000

12500

5000

2500

250

125

25

300 days

37500

18750

7500

3750

375

187.5

37.5

The numbers in Table 8 should be valid for research reactor fuel with

uranium-235 enrichment of greater than about 40%. Below that value, as

shown in Figure 9, plutonium production begins to become significant so that

it contributes to power production, thereby reducing uraniusi-235 consumption.
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Of comparable interest to the inspector is the consumption of fuel

elements which is a function of both the uranium-235 content and the degree

of burnup of the fuel. Table 9 shows examples of fuel element usage for

elements at burnups representative of the values for the reactors in which

they are used. The data in Table 9 should be valid for research ractors

having the same or similar core loadings and percent burnup. The last

column is the number of days of operation at full power and should be

divided by the fraction of time the reactor is actually operated at full

power. If the 1 MWt reactor is operated only half time, for example, fuel

replacement would not be required for about three years (1120 days).

Research reactors operating on low-enriched or natural uranium usually give

burnup in terms of megawatt days per ton of fuel, a straightforward

relationship from which fuel usage can be calculated directly.

Table 9. Fuel Element Lifetime in Research Reactors

Reactor Ther-
mal Power
(MWt)

Nominal Core
Loading
(kg U-235)

Burnup
D-235
Lost
(kg)

Fuel Replace-
ment Cycle
(days)

100

50

20

10

1

12

7

4

4

3.5

45

30

40

45

20

5.4

2.1

1.6

1.8

.7

43

34

64

144

560

Variation between calculated or predicted fuel consumption and actual

fuel consumption can be due to errors in the techniques used to calculate or

measure these values or to misuse of the research reactor, such as the

production of direct use material. If possible, the inspector, based on his

knowledge of the operating experience of the reactor, should prepare graphs
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showing the relationthip between reactor power, fuel consumption and

burnup. With these graphs he should be able to determine during the

inspection whether the operating records are consistent with respect to

these variables.

Depending on the facility attachment, there nay be in place instruments

to measure neutron flux, temperature variations of the coolant and flow of

the coolant for which the inspector has access and with which he can

estimate operating power levels. The method used for calculating power may

not be the same for tank type and pool type research reactors. —

Alternatively, the reactor operator may provide his method for calculating

power output to the Agency. After the method is verified for applicability,

it can be used by the inspector.

The examination of operating records is *§ important as the examination

of accounting records at large research reactors because of the possibility

of the undeclared production of direct use material, and the probability

that such undeclared production would be detected through a combination of

surveillance and examination of operating rather than accounting records.

Methods for detecting undeclared plutonium production and a general study of

the feasibility of production of plutonium in research reactors under IAEA

safeguards is the subject of another ISPO study — and should be referred

to for more details.

The essential point is that the inspector havs a means of checking and

for some data verifying the reactor operating records. Only in this way can

the inspector observe anomalies which could lead to the detection of

undeclared production of direct use material. The detection of diversion of

nuclear material by the examination of operating records alone is unlikely.

The examination of operating and accounting records together, generally

called "accounting and operating records reconciliation", is more likely to

detect diversion.
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4.2.3. Accounting and operating records reconciliation

Accounting and operating records should be compatible and consistent

when compared. The operating records should show the location of the fuel

elements, the total of which should be equal to the totals as shown as the

accounting records. The operation of a research reactor is similar to a

power reactor in that fuel elements are moved in and out of and relocated

within the core in order to get maximum and uniform use and burnup from the

fuel. The frequency of refueling can be quite different as shown above.

Operating records would show nuclear materials loss and production as well

as scheduled fresh fuel charged into and spent fuel discharged from the

reactor. Receipts and shipments would normally also be reflected in the

operating records. In other words, movement of fuel into and out of the

facility and within the facility would be contained in operating records for

the efficient and effective running of the reactor. Nuclear material

inventories would be listed in the accounting records according to key

measurement point for both material control and management and for

safeguards purposes.

One set of records may be kept for both operating and accounting

information, particularly in the fresh fuel and spent fuel KMP inventories.

For small research reactors which neither replace nor shuffle fuel very

often the accounting and operating records for fuel inventory may be the

same for all locations.

Records having to do with actual operation of the reactor should

correspond to accounting records dates of transactions where applicable.

Any records of fuel moving into or out of the core may correspond to a

reactor shutdown, for example. The accounting records showing source data

for each fuel element should correspond to the operating records for fuel

burnup after the fuel is loaded into the core since burnup is used to

calculate both nuclear loss and nuclear production.

If there ere disagreements between the two sets of records, these can be

reconciled by a third independent activity such as inventorying the fuel, by

comparing the surveillance and containment data with the operating records

- 53 - 1
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or possibly by reviewing shipper-receiver data.

noted, along with the resolution.

Any disagreements should be

4.2.4. Inventory verification

The key activity in any safeguards inspection is the verification that

nuclear material which should be at the facility is actually present at the

facility in the quantities such that the material-unaccounted-for, MDF, for

an item facility is zero. The material-unaccounted-for equation is given as

MUF « PB + X - Y - PE. -

PB • beginning physical inventory for the period (which was the ending

inventory for the previous period).

X • sum of increases to inventory (receipts, nuclear production,

de-exemption and/or correction to receipts),

Y B sum of decreases from inventory (shipments, nuclear loss due to

radioactive decay or burn-up, exemption, measured discard and or

accidental loss)

PE • ending physical inventory for the period (which is also the

beginning physical inventory for the next period).

The definitions for the parameters of the MUF equation are given as they

appear in the Safeguards Glossary for completeness even though such examples

as "measured discard" and "accidental loss" do not normally apply.

Depending on whether the inspection is an interim or s physical inventory

verification, the components of the MUF equation are determined indirectly

or directly. Indirect determination is through the use of containment and

surveillance to verify that inventory changes reported are the same as those

which actually occurred. Direct determination is through the observation of

the presence of items on inventory.

Inventory verification is a comparison of the facility listing of items,

including their location, with the inspector's observations of the items in

their stated location.

1

The verification of flov or of inventory change is inherent in the

inventory verification at an item facility. There are two points of
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inventory change; receipt and shipment. Both types of change can be

verified readily during an inventory verification with receipts and

shipments having the added overcheck of being confirmed by the shipper and

receiver, respectively. In verifying an inventory change, it is of course

necessary to know the location of the item in question» Nuclear loss and

production are also defined as inventory changes in IHFCIRC/153 but may not

be reported until the spent fuel is shipped.

For fresh fuel, the previous location would be the fuel manufacturer.

The inspector would either use the data from the fuel manufacturer's

inventory change report (ICR) if it has been received by the Agency before

the inspection or the facility's ICR. An ideal situation would be to have

both which would have been checked for agreement during the accounting

records examination. The inventory change verification would take place

during the verification of the fresh fuel inventory. The inspector should

perform the following tasks in verifying the fresh fuel inventory:

1. Count all items and verify that the total number agrees with the

facility records;

2. Verify the location and identification symbols for all or a

statistical sample of the fuel; and

3. Perform KDA attribute tests on the inventory.

Containment and surveillance may be used in lieu of or to assist in the

conduct of the above tasks, depending on the inventory frequency, the type

of material and the quantity of material on inventory. For an interim

inventory verification of HEU fresh fuel, the use of seals and surveillance

should suffice to verify that part of an inventory which has not changed.

Additions and subtractions from a fresh HEU fuel inventory should be

verified, by counting, identifying and attribute testing. For a physical

inventory verification, counting, identifying and attribute testing should

be performed. At some smaller research reactors, inspections are performed

annually. These are physical inventory verification inspections and

containment and surveillance play no role in these inspections with the

possible exception of fresh fuel to which an inspector has applied e seal at

the fuel manufacturing plant.
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Core fuel inventory is verified either directly or indirectly depending

upon whether a physical or intérim inventory verification, respectively, is

being performed. Inventory changes, i.e. additions to or removals from the

reactor fuel should be verified directly. If inspections are carried out at

three month intervals or more frequent, some use of seals and surveillance

should be possible. If the inspection involves physical inventory

verification, the same activities should be carried out as for fresh fuel;

i.e. :

1. Count all items and verify that the total number agrees with the

facility records;

2. Verify the location and identification symbols for all or a

statistical sample of the LED fuel; and

3. Perform NDA attribute tests on the inventory.

Spent fuel is also inventoried in the same general manner as fresh and

in-core fuel. Depending on the frequency of inspections and the frequency

of spent fuel shipments, some part of the spent fuel inventory may be kept

under containment and/or surveillance. Transfers from the core and

shipments, should be verified by item counting and identification, if

possible. This should be possible for transfers from the core but may not

be for shipments, in which case the ICRs from the reactor facility and the

spent fuel receiver would be the only source of comparative information.

The use of seals on shipping casks would serve to verify the container has

not been opened between facilities if one inspector applies the seal and

another removes it and if the integrity of the seal is intact.

Shipments of spent fuel in partially filled casks may or may not have to

be observed and verified by the inspector. The need for this activity

depends on a number of factors such as the capacity of the cask, the

frequency of shipments, the nature and quantity of fuel shipped and the

possibility of diverting one or more significant quantities of spent fuel in

either an abrupt or protracted (on year) period of time under the guise of

partial spent fuel shipments. This is obviously reactor specific but it is

not possible in reactors with high fuel consumption, i.e. the larger ones.



Inspection frequency at large reactors would be 1-3 weeks if the reactor is

fuelled with one or more SQ of fresh HEU and every three months if one or

more SQ of irradiated fuel is present, in which case the inspector should

have no difficulty in making arrangements with the operator to be present

when partially filled casks of spent fuel are loaded and shipped.

While the source data will be dissimilar for research reactors with

different fuel element design, the activities associated with examination of

accounting and operating records and their reconciliation will not be

significantly different. However, depending on whether the reactor is

fuelled with high or low enriched uranium, calculations of plutonium

production in the spent fuel will be of lesser or greater concern,

respectively.

The major difference in the inspection of different research reactors

will be in the inventory verification activity, i.e. how the source data and

inventory are verified and the usefulness of containment and surveillance

measures. Source data consists of the identification number and the weights

of total and fissile uranium (or plutonium) and the chemical composition for

each fresh or in-core fuel element. The source data is taken from the fuel

fabricators data. For spent fuel elements, source data consists of the

identification number, weight of total and fissile uranium (or plutonium),

burn-up for each fuel element, nuclear loss and, if appropriate, nuclear

production, in each element.

The identification number can be easily observed on fresh fuel elements,

no matter where its location.

Non-destructive analysis of fresh fuel is accurate for isotopic ratios

and quantitative or semiquantitative for fuel elements other than assemblies

of nested fuel rods and/or which consist of mixed enrichments. Even in

these latter cases, if there are standards available representative of the

fuel elements, NDA measurements should be of such quality to assure the

inspection goals are met.



Verifying the identification numbers for in-core or spent fuel requires

either a viewing device or the movement of the fuel to within « certain

distance of the surface of the water, or both, if the identification number

is on the side of the fuel element. This can obviously only be done for

in-core fuel when the reactor is shut down. Except for the very low power

research reactors, nuclear material enrichment or content cannot be

measured. Only qualitative information concerning nuclear material content

can be obtained non~destruetively for irradiated fuel until it is

reprocessed. Nuclear loss and production calculations can be made from

burn-up data. If the spent fuel has been utilized to sufficiently high

burn-up, its presence can be confirmed with the night vision device.

Otherwise a passive gamma detector would be the preferred NDA instrument.

Instruments and instructions for their use are available from the Section

for Technical Services.

4.2.5. Containment and surveillance

The utility of containment and surveillance at research reactors is

dependent upon many factors. If only annual inspections are made, that

interval is too great to rely on either optical surveillance devices or

seals. If the inventory of high enriched uranium or plutonium in spent fuel

is sufficient to require more frequent inspections, the interval would be

1-3 weeks or 1-3 months, respectively, and both containment and surveillance

could have utility. If inventories are taken every 1-3 weeks at HEU fuelled

reactors, it is because the total fresh fuel inventory is greater than one

significant quantity. Spent HEU fuel is still greater than 202 enriched in

the U-235 isotope (based on all but a very few reactors operating on HEU

being 932 U-235) and as such remains in the category of HEU. At 40% burnup,

160 spent fuel elements of the MTR type, each containing 280 grams of U-235

originally, would contain 1 significant quantity of U-235. For a 20 MWt

reactor operating 300 days per year at that power level, it would take about

2.5 years to accumulate & significant quantity of U-235 in spent fuel. A 50

MWt reactor would accumulate 1 SQ of U-235 in spent fuel after 6 cycles

(about 200 operating days at power), at 30% burnup.
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Freeh fuel requirements vary with the size and operating practices at

each reactor. The 20 MWt reactor listed in Table 8 could use 16-20 kg TJ-235

per year and to maintain a 12 month inventory of fresh fuel would require

that quantity. The 50 MWt size reactor in Table 8, in order to maintain an

annual inventory of fresh fuel equal to its usage, could have 50-60

kilograms of fresh fuel on hand. Looking at one other example, the 10 MWt

reactor in the table could have 8 kg U-235 as fresh fuel. With 4 kg in the

core, another 13 kg as spent fuel, or about 80 elements would be required to

bring the inventory to 25 kg. Ten thermal megawatts is about the practical

limit for a reactor to need to have a significant quantity of HEU on

inventory. A 5 MWt reactor could consume about 4 kg of HEU per year maximum

and would require 17 kg of U-235 as spent fuel to make up a total inventory

of one significant quantity. This is over 100 elements and to accumulate

such a quantity of spent fuel would require over seven year& of operation at

80 percent of the time on line.

The large research reactors fuelled with LEU could require inspections

every 1-3 months depending on the plutonium build-up in spent fuel. As

stated in an earlier section, burnup is nominally 5,000 - 10,000 MWd per

tonne in which case 2-5 kilograms of plutonium is contained per tonne of

fuel. A 60 MWt reactor fuelled with LEU could achieve 20,000 MWd/tonne of

burnup in one year, hence producing just over one significant quantity of

plutonium in the spent fuel.

Each reactor has to be considered separately for the applicability of

containment and surveillance devices. The examples given here are clear cut

situations where containment and surveillance could be usefully applied with

inspection frequency being the controlling factor. Inspection frequency in

turn is a function of facility inventory according to INFCIRC/66/Rev. 2 so

that the inspector should keep or have access to an inventory record on a

current basis that would show the necessary inspection frequency. In

INFCIRC/153 (Corrected), facility inventory determines mandays of inspection

per year.



clarifying information needea oy the Agency to understand ana take action on

the changes should be obtained at this tine.

If the inventory and hence the inspection frequency is such that seals

and optical surveillance devices could serve a useful safeguards purpose, it

is still necessary to determine how and where they should be applied. Those

reactors which require inspections on a certain frequency because of the

inventory being greater than one significant quantity of nuclear material

would be expected to have an abundance of movements of test materials or

possibly targets for isotope production into and out of the reactor. For

those reactors with a 1-3 month fuel cycle, there would be the movement of

fuel elements within the core and possibly in and out of the core to assure

uniform burnup of the fuel. Because of the possibility of considerable

activity in and around the reactor core, and which may have the further

complicating feature of being conducted remotely, the reactor core may not

be a candidate location for either seals or an optical surveillance device.

Fresh fuel stores and spent fuel storage of HEU and spent fuel storage for

LEU fuelled reactors should be amenable to both seals and optical

surveillance devices. These would be used to assist material accounting in

the usual way, i.e. assuring the continued integrity of previous material

accounting observations or measurements. It should be possible to use then

in some combination with NDA instruments and item counting and

identification so that the facility inventory is verified in accordance with

Agency timeliness and diversion detection guidelines. Seals could be used

on that part of a verified inventory to assure its integrity between

inspections. Optical surveillance devices are generally used as an

overcheck on operating and accounting records to assure facility recorded

fuel element movements agree with the optical surveillance records. For

HEU, optical surveillance devices and seals could be applied to both fresh

and spent fuel inventories and for LEU, to the spent fuel inventory, to

serve the purposes stated above.

Seal and optical surveillance devices have the added applicability of

providing assurance that containment has remained unchanged between

inventories or has changed according to reports to the Agency, i.e.

containment in the sense of walls and barriers that direct or control the

movement of fuel elements at the reactor. An indirect benefit of seals and

optical surveillance devices is one of providing assurance that no
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unreported design changes take place at the reactor. Of particular concern

is the possibility of unreported changes that would enable a reactor

operating at a power level insufficient for the production of one

significant quantity of direct use material in one year to undergo

modifications which would provide it with the capability to do so.

For whatever purposes devices and equipment under the general

classification of containment and surveillance are used, they are required

to be serviced and attended to during an inspection and analysed during or

after an inspection. The report of an inspection cannot be completed until

the analyses are completed. This applies principally to seals and to camera

films. The servicing of seals currently in use by the Agency consists of

either visual check to see that the wire is intact and the seal unaltered or

replacement of the seal followed by subsequent examination of the seal *t

Agency headquarters in Vienna. Servicing the optical surveillance devices

includes replacing the film or tape and the seals which provide an

indication of tampering, checking or replacing the batteries, and checking

the camera field of view. There are reports available to the inspectors

showing the steps in servicing containment and surveillance equipment and

devices. These reports and the equipment and devices themselves are

available from the Section for Technical Services.

4.2.6. Undeclared production of plutonium or uranium-233 in research

reactors

9/
It is Agency policy— that in research reactors of greater than 25

MW it is technically feasible that significant quantities of plutonium or

uranium-233 (direct uee material) could be produced from undeclared fertile

material irradiated in or around the reactor core. For reactors greater

than 25 MW., the locations which could be used for undeclared production

of direct use material should be examined during each inspection if the

following conditions apply:

a) locations exist within or adjacent to the core which can be used to

hold fertile material during irradiation, without major structural

modifications to the facility;
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b) the heat removal capacity is adequate to remove the additional heat

which would be produced if in-core or ex-core irradiation positions

were u*ed for plutonium or uranium-233 production.

In addition to examining locations within or adjacent to the core for

fertile material, the inspector should rely on the same activities to detect

diversion in order to detect undeclared production of direct use materials,

i.e. accountancy, containment, surveillance, design review and a knowledge

of reactor operational parameters. Insofar as possible, the inspector

should schedule his inspections to coincide with fuel shuffling or reactor

refuelling. It is important that he conduct core mapping and spent fuel

inventory to detect movement of target material and irradiated targets,

respectively.

Nuclear material accounting can detect increased usage of fresh fuel

that may be necessary to compensate for increased fuel burn-up.

Surveillance could be effective for observing the movement of target

materials to and from fresh and spent fuel storage and into and out of the

core. Task C.50 of the U.S. Support Program is developing safeguards

measures to assist the Agency in detecting the production of undeclared

direct use material in large research reactors. Reports from this task

should be available in 1983 at which time more specific inspection

activities can be prepared.

4.2.7. Inspection of associated facilities

1

Research reactors have laboratories and hot cells generally colocated ic

order to process or analyse reactor experiments and test materials. If

these associated facilities have nuclear material, they will be a separate

MBA or a part of the reactor MBA. In either case, there will be transfers

of nuclear material between the reactor and the associated facility. In

some cases, hot cells may be located in the reactor building, itself. The

transfer of nuclear material between the reactor and other colocated

facilities, whether a separate MBA or a separate KM? is involved, another

set of records and source of ICRs occur that have to be checked against the
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relative documents at the reactor. The size of this effort depends on the

frequency of movements of nuclear material between the two (or more)

locations.

4.2.8. Other inspection activities

There are other inspection activities, some of which have been nentioned

in previous sections that deserve discussion on their own merit. The

comparison of records and reports cannot be performed in total during an

inspection since not all reports of transactions taking place at the

facility will be received by the Agency in time for the inspector to bring

them on the inspection. There will be a time lag between the date of the

inspection and the date at which facility records and reports have been

compared and checked. There is no way to prevent this. The inspector can

only take steps to assure the Agency guidelines and inspection objectives

are not compromised because of it. The inspector should record at the

facility that information transmitted on an inventory change report from the

date records and reports can no longer be compared up to the date of the

inspection. Depending upon the interval between inspections, the inspector

can compare at his office the record information obtained at the facility

with reports to the Agency and complete the comparison before the next

inspection. If there is inconsistent or incomplete information, the

inspector can obtain clarification at the next inspection. Even if

inspections occur too frequently to complete the comparison of records and

reports from one inspection before another takes place, it is essential that

the comparison be completed and any inconsistencies resolved at the first

opportunity.

The updating of the inspector's records of the facility inventory (book

inventory up-dating) to the date of the inspection is necessary because of

the aforementioned interval between an inventory change and when the Agency

receives notificaton of the change. An updated book-inventory enables the

inspector to compare the facility records at the time of the inventory with

reports to be received later by the Agency; to compare accounting and

operating records; to have a basis for inventory verification; and to relate
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inventory changes with containment and surveillance data and observations.

Up-dating of the book inventory should be accomplished as one of the first

activities of an inspection. The up-dated inventory should be organized in

such a way as to facilitate carrying out those activities. One way of doing

this would be to list separately the items received and shipped and all

items according to whether they are located in the fresh fuel area» in the

reactor or in the spent fuel area.

The inspector's working papers ere most important. They provide the

source of information from which the inspector prepares his report and

because of this, a fundamental requirement for an effective, successful

inspection is that the inspector's working papers be complete in every

detail. Each activity performed and each observation should be taken down

in such a way they can be readily translated for the inspection report. Any

and all deviations, discrepancies or anomalies should be noted even if the

operator has a logical and legitimate explanation for the observation» All

forms that are required to be completed should be studied before the

inspection so the inspector will be sure to include in his working papers

the information and data to complete the forms for the inspection report.

The inspector should perfora a "mental" facility design review at least

once a year to determine if equipment or operating changes have been made in

the facility that have not been reported to the Agency. This can be done by

looking for physical changes such as enlargement of reactor core or

replacement of equipment such as water circulating pumps. This can be done

by observing operating changes such as an increase in reactor fuel

throughput. The concern is that a research reactor could be clandestinely

modified to increase the neutron flux and target space in order to enhance

the capabiltiy and capacity of the reactor to produce direct use material.

This is also important for reactors in the 10-25 MWt range which are just

below the power level considered necessary to produce one or more

significant quantities of plutonium or uraniutn-233 per year. For each

reactor in this power range, the inspector should have a list of design and

operating features to check for modification or change at the inspection so

designated. The nature of any action to be taken by the inspector should he
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observe unreported design changes should be agreed upon before the inspector

goes on the inspection.

Reported design or operating changes should also be checked by the

inspector to determine that they are the changes reported to the Agency. It

is as important that these changes be verified as it is for unreported

changes to be detected. If it is reported that design modifications are

being made to increase the thermal power of a reactor from 10 MWt to 20 MWt

when the modifications will actually result in a power level of 30 MWt, the

inspector should have methods for detecting this. Detection methods would

be reactor specific but would involve such parameters as core configuration,

fuel throughput and burnup, changes in operating cycle, cooling pump

capacity and neutron flux.—

After all inspection activities are performed at the research reactor

site, i.e. for the reactor and all associated facilities, there is a

closeout or final meeting between the inspection team and the State and

reactor officials. At this time there is confirmation of planned activities

of a safeguards nature, and their schedule, at the reactor. If there are

follow-up actions by either the inspector or the facility personnel, as a

result of inspection findings, these would be discussed and agreed upon.

4.3. Post Inspection Activities

Post inspection activities are those related to completing the

evaluation of data, devices and information at the facility and reporting

the inspection results, both orally and in writing.

1

Completion of the inspection generally consists of evaluating, or if the

evaluation is performed by others, reviewing the evaluation of containment

and surveillance materials and devices. Seals must show no indication of

tampering and film pictures must be consistent with facility operating and

accounting records. Any evaluation results other than these will require

follow-up action, possibly involving conversations with the reactor operator

and certainly with the country or facility officer.
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In preparing the oral and written reports, the inspector should keep in

mind the objectives of the inspection which include the detection of

diversion of significant quantities of nuclear material according to the

Agency guidelines for timeliness. Significant quantities are defined in

terms of the nature of the material. Any anomaly or discrepancy indicative

of a diversion or any observation which indicates an unreported change in

design of the facility has taken place should be reported orally and

immediately. The written report should contain details necessary to support

the oral report.

In addition to the standard forms that are to be completed for the

various activities, the report should contain the inspector's working papers

and notes collected and prepared before and during the inspection. Any

actions that were to have been followed up from previous inspectons should

be highlighted early in the report where they will be sure to be seen by the

readers of the report.

The inspection is considered complete when the inspection report is

finished and the sppropriate Agency statements have been made.

The inspection activities discussed in the previous sections are

summarized in Table 10 for four different categories of reactors; greater

than 25 MWt and theoretically capable of producing significant quantities of

direct use nuclear material; reactors with an inventory of greater than one

significant quantity of fresh high enriched uranium fuel; reactors with an

inventory of more than one significant quantity of nuclear material in

total, including irradiated fuel; and reactors with less than 5 effective

kilograms of nuclear material. Inspection effort in man-hours is estimated

for the main inspection activities for the four categories of reactors.



Table 10. Inspection Activities and Effort for Research Reactors

Inspection Activity Annual Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor Size

MWt 1/ Inventory >l SQ Inventory Inventory
fresh HKU f.iell' >1 SO total < 5 ekg

nucl. mat.2.' nucl.. tnat._'

Inspection Effort

(Manhours/ac t i vi ty

1. Prpinsppction Activities

a) Prepare working papers and obtain forms
for the types of inspection to be per-
formed.

b) Note any changes that have been made to
the facility design or facility safe-
gfiards procedures as notified by the
State to the Agency.

c) Note any outstanding unfinished business
between the Agency and the State with
respect to the facility; obtain
instructions for actions to he taken,
if any, while at the facility.

•I) Obtain the appropriate and necessary NDA
instruments and standards, seals, and
materials for servicing the optical sur-
veitiance devices (film, batteries, tape).

e) Obtain updated book inventory for the
facility.
Prepare sampling plan.

f) Review facility attachment and design
information, as necessary.

4/17

As necessary -

17

As necessary-

4/17

4/17

As necessary

17

17

Not applicable



Table 10. (contd.)

Inspection Activity

2. Inspection Activities
at the Facility

7.1. Initial meeting

a) Present the plans and schedule for the
current Inspection; identify the infor-
mation to be required and records to be
reviewed; indicate the type of inven-
tory verification to be performed and
any movements of fuel elements that may
be required; indicate special condi-
tions that may be required (e.g. no
lights in spent fuel bay while night
viewing device is being used) during
the inspection.

b) Review the status of outstanding
problem*;! obtain anv new information
on unresolved issues.

c) Obtain the planned operating program
for the reactor until the next
inspection, including operating power
level, planned receipts and shipments
of fuel, reactor loading and unloading
schedules, and fuel usage, as
appropriate.

Annual Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor Size

>2"> (Wj. !/ Tnventory >1 SO Tnventory Tnventory
fresh HEO fuel!' > 1 SO total >5 ekg

nucl. mat.3.' nucl. mat.z.'

A/17 17 4 1

4/17 17 4 0

Inspection Effort

(Manhours/ac t ivity)

1-2

.p-
I



Tablo 10. (nontd.)

Inspection Activity

2.2. Material accounting

2.2.1. Examination of the accounting records.

a) Assemble the facility records which show
the inventory by MBA and for a PIV by
inventory KMP and which show inventory
changes since the last inspection.

b) Update tlie Agency book inventory records
to the date oF the inspection and
compare Agency and facility records
to see that they agree.

c) Examine the accounting records for
arithmetic correctness.

d) Examine the interactive accounting
records for consistency and
correctness.

2.2.2. Examination of operating records

a) Obtain the information on reactor
thermal power generation and the dates
and duration of any shutdowns.
Calculate megawatt days (thermal)
of operation.

Annual

>25 MWt U

4/17

4/17

4/17

4/17

4/17

Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor

Inventory
fresh I1EU

17

17

17

17

17

>1 SO Inventory
fuel!/ >1 SQ total

nucl. mat.2/

4

4

4

4

4

Size

Inventory
< 5 ekf

nucl. mat.i?y

1

1

1

I

1

Inspection Effort

(Manhours/activity)

1-2

1-2



Table 10. (oontd.)

Inspection Activity

l>) Obtain the information on fuel usage
since last inspection
i. fuel elements consumed and
ii. degree of burnup per fuel element
Reconcile this information with the cal-
culated thermal megawatt days of
operation.

c) Obtain the information on nuclear
material loss and production and
reconcile with information and
calculations from a) and b) above.

2.2.3. Reconciliation of accounting and
operating records.

a) Obtain the operating records and
accounting records which correspond
with each other.

b) Obtain a map or diagram showing the
location and source data For each fuel
element in i) fresh fuel storage,
ii) the reactor core, and iii) spent
fuel storage. Reconcile these maps or
diagrams with the accounting inventory
records for the corresponding key
measurement points.

Annual

>25 MWt If

kin

4/17

4/17

4/17

Frequency of

Inventory .
fresh HEU

17

17

17

17

Activity vs. Reactor

>1 SO Inventory
fuel!' >1 SQ total

nucl. mat.1/

4

4

4

4

Size

Inventory
< 5 ekg

nucl. mat.z/

1

1

1

1

Inspection Effort

(Manhours/act ivi ty)

1-2

I



Table 10. (contd.)

Inspection Activity

c) Obtain the operating information on fuel
movements into and out of the core, into
and out of the spent fuel area, shipments
and receipts. Reconcile this information
with the accounting records, as appropri-
ate and later with surveillance records.

2.7.4. Verification of inventory

.1) Use inventory itemized listing which
contains source data and location for
each fuel element.

From the following list, activities
should be selected and performed as
appropriate for the type of inventory
verification being performed.

b) In fresh fuel storage, for that fuel not
under seal or surveillance, perform item
count, verify the identification number
and perform NuA on a randomly selected
statistical sample of fuel elements,
according to sampling plan, to verify
the enrichment and nuclear material
content, if possible, of each fuel
element.

Annual Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor Size

>25 MWt 2/ Inventory >l SQ Inventory Inventory
fresh H1ÎU fuel!/ >1 SQ total <5 ekR

nucl. mat.£.' nucl. mat.4

4/17 17 4 1

4/17 17 4 I

4/17 17 4 1

Inspection Effort

[Manhours/activity)

1-4
I

In



Table 10. (conM.)

Inspection Activity

c) Tn fresh fuel storage, for that fuel
under seal and/or surveillance, verify
the inteRrity of or replace the seal
and/or obtain the surveillance device
film or tape.

d) For in-core Fuel, if the reactor is
closed (tank type) and under containment
and/or surveillance, check or replace
the seal on the reactor vessel head
and/or obtain the surveillance device
Film.

e) For in-core fuel, if the reactor is open
(pool type or tank type with the head
removed), perform item count, verify
the identification number and perform
NPA on a randomly selected
statistical sample of fuel elements.

f) For spent fuel, perform item count,
verify the identification number
and perform NDA on a randomly selected
statistical sample of fuel elements not
under seal and/or surveillance.

R) For spent Fuel under seal and/or surveil-

lance, verify the integrity of or

replace the seal and/or obtain the

surveillance device film or tape.

Annual Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor Size

^ 2 ^ MWt y Inventory >I SQ Inventory Inventory
fresh HF.U fuel!' > 1 SQ total < 5 ekj>

nucl. mat..2' nucl. mat.ilV

4/17 17 4 0

4/17 17 0 0

As necessary ^- 4 1

4/17 17 4 1

4/t7 17 4 0

Inspection Effort

(Manhours/act ivi ty)

I

00



Table 10. (coiïtd.)

Inspect ion Activity Annual Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor Size

>25 HWt If Inventory >l SQ
fresh HEU fuel*/

Inventory Inventory
> 1 SQ total < 5 ekj;
nucl. mat..2/ nticl. mat.z.'

Inspection Effort

CManhoure/activity

li) For a physical inventory verification,
the identification numbers and source
rJata for all fuel is verified.

i) For larj»e re.-tctors, look for undeclared
target material in or adjacent to the
core or undeclared irradiated target
material in the spent fuel area or in
spent fuel casks.

3. Containment and surveillance

Tn addition to those containment and
surveillance activities performed in
support of the inventory verification,
the followinR activities should he
performed.

a) Review the containment features of the
facility to be sure they have not been
changed.

) Verifv the extent of any reported
changes in containment.

) Apply new Agency seals to replace those
removed during the inventory
verification.

1/2

1

As neceusary-

As necessary•



Tahlo 10. (contd.)

Inspection Activity Annual Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor Size

MWt L' Inventory>1 SO
fresh HEU fuell'

Inventory Inventory
> 1 SQ total < 5 ekg
nucl. mat.J/ nucl. ntat.it'

Inspection Effort

(Manhours/activity

rf) If the facility operator removed Agency
seals, ohtain the full detail.!) of the
circumstances of the removal.

p.) Tf the facility operator inadvertently
interferred with any of the Agency
optical surveillance devices, obtain the
full details of the circumstances of the
event.

F) Apply new Agency seals, as appropriate,
to stores of fresh or spent fuel.

;) Apply or check Agency seals on partially
filled or filled spent fuel shipping
casks, respectively.

li) Check or replace all Agency seals not
checked or replaced for other reasons.

i) Remove optical surveillance device film
or tape and at the facility or at the
inspector's offices after the inspection,
review the recorded events for
consistency with the operating and
accounting records.

As necessary-

As necessary.

As necessary.

As necessary

As necessary •

4/17

o
i

17



Table 10. (corrtd.)

Inspection Activity

ï) Service and reactivate all optical
surveillance devices.

2.4. Inspection of associated research
or analytical facilities!/

a) Update Agency book inventory for the
fnciiitv.

b) Examine the accounting records for
the facility.

c) Examine the operating records for
the facility.

d) Reconcile the accounting and operating
records.

e) Verify the nuclear .material inventory
of the facility.

2.">. Other inspection activities

7.5.1. Comparison of records and reports

a) Mako a list of those reports sent to
the Agency hut not yet received by the
Agency for checking at a later date.

Annual

>25 MWt If

uin

1

1

1

I

1

4/17

Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor

Inventory
fresh HEU

17

1

1

I

1

1

17

>1 SO Inventory
fuel!' >1 SQ total

nucl. mat ..I'

4

1

1

1

1

1

4

Size

Inventory
< 5 e k g
nucl. mat.*.»

0

1

1

1

I

1

1

Inspection Effort

(Hanhours/activity)

4-8

Not applicable

oa.

o

rt



Table 10. (oontd.)

Inspection Activity

?.S.2. Updating of Agency book inventory

a) Bring PTL from the last physical
inventory, updated with ICRs received
by the Agency subsequent to that
inventory.

h) Update the Agency's book inventory to
correspond with the facility's MBA.

?.">.1 Verification of Inventory Changes

a) Verify all inventory changes since the
previous inspection.

2.*i.A. Completion of working papers

a) After each activity, enter the results
into the appropriate working papers.

b) Enter into the working papers the results
of any fol low-tip action on matters from
previous inspections.

c) Note any anomalies, discrepancies or
undeclared nuclear material irradiations
and take the previously agreed upon
actions to resotve the matter.

Annual

>25 MWt Lf

A/17

A/17

A/17

A/17

As neces

As neces

Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor

Inventory >1 SO Inventory
fresh HEU fuel!' > 5 ekg

nucl. mat.lf

17

17

17

17

nnry

A

A

A

A

Size

Inventory

nucl. mat.iy

1

1

I

1

0

Inspection Effort

(Manhour s/activity)

t o



Table 10. (contd.)

Inspection Activity

7.

n)

?..

a)

h)

c)

3.

a)

h)

5.5. Design information

Review reported design changes to verify

their correctness.

6. Cloneout meeting

Review the activities conducted and
their results with facitity and State
officials.

Review the resolution of any follow-up
actions from previous inspections.

Review the schedule for the next
inspection or any other upcoming
Agency-facilitv interactions.

Post inspect ion activities

Compare facility inventory change records
and reports with those received by the
Agency from the fuel fabricator and from
the spent fi<et reprocessor.

Collect atl working papers and complete
all forms as necessary.

Annual Frequency ol

•>25 MWt 1/ Inventory
fresh HEU

As necessary •- -

4/17 17

4/17 17

4/17 17

4/17 17

Activity vs. Reactor

>1 SO Inventory
fuel!' >1 SQ total

nuc1. mat,2J

4

4

4

4

Size

Inventory
> 5 ekg
nucl. tnat.z/

1

0

0

1

1

Inspection Effort

(Manhours/activity)

1-2

Not applicable

I



Table 10. (oontd.)

Inspection Activity Annual Frequency of Activity vs. Reactor Size

>25 MWj. JL' Tnventorv >1 SO Inventory Tnventory
fresh HEU fuell^ >1 SQ total <5 ekj;

nucl. mat.i' nucl. mat.2.'

Inspection Effort

(Manhours/ac t ivi ty)

c) Evaluate or obtain results of

evaluations of containment and sur-
veillance devices and materials.

il) Prepare inspection reports and
statements, as required.

4/17

4/17

17

17

Footnotes for Table 1.0

1. > 2*> MWt research reactors has
a) Significant quantity of fresh fuel; or
b) Significant quantity of irradiated fuel; or
c) Significant quantity of combined fresh and

irradiated fuel; and
d) Capability to produce direct use material.

?. > 1 SQ fresh HF.U has sufficient uranium-235 to require
inspections every 1-3 weeks.

•*. >1 SQ of total nuclear material, including irradiated fuel

4. <! 5 ekg nuclear material on inventory, including irradiated Fuel.

r>. Associated research or analytical facility maintains an
tnventorv of loss than S ekf; nuclear material.



loij-ofc—up action) potisiuxy invoiving conversations witn tne reactor operator

and certainly with the country or facility officer.
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